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If you or someone you know is
experiencing family violence, you
can find support via the following
phone numbers:

Safe Steps: 1800 015 188
Respect hotline: 1800 737 732
Kids Helpline: 1800 551 800
MensLine Australia: 1300 789 978

We are intersectional in our approach and are proud to stand beside generations of
great women whose work has brought us closer to equality for all. We acknowledge the
wisdom, living culture and connection of the Traditional Custodians of the unceded
lands on which we work, and acknowledge the profound disruption of colonisation and
the Stolen Generations on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. We believe in
shared and just cultural transformation that embraces diversity, and these
acknowledgements are part of the ethical principles that guide our work and conduct.
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About Women's Health
Goulburn North East
Women’s Health Goulburn North East is a feminist
organisation, leading change towards women’s
empowerment, women’s health, the prevention of violence
against women and ultimately, gender equality, in rural and
regional Victoria.

We apply a gendered lens to the factors and environments
that shape women’s health and wellbeing in rural and regional
Victoria. Our expertise is in women’s economic 

empowerment, gender and
climate change, gender
equity, the prevention of
violence against women
and sexual and
reproductive health.

We believe in the potential
of, and support the efforts
of, communities and
individuals in driving
systemic change.



The UN's 16 Days of Activism Against Gender-based Violence is a global
campaign between November 25 and December 10, aimed at
eliminating gender-based violence - that is, violence perpetrated
against people based on their gender, or violence that affects people
of a particular gender disproportionately. It is most frequently used to
describe men's violence against women. 

For this year’s 16 Days of Activism Against Gender-based Violence,
Women’s Health Goulburn North East (WHGNE) is supporting
communities to move beyond awareness raising, and towards tangible
action. We want to see women’s rights and gender equality woven into
everyday behaviour, practice and the economic, cultural and social
fabric of our rural and regional communities.

A global campaign against violence, with gender equality
actions for rural and regional communities

About the 16 days 

For more information on the Victorian 16 Days of Activism Against Gender-
based Violence campaign, and an excellent toolkit of information, campaign
collateral, booklists, activity primers and other resources visit:

www.mav.asn.au/what-we-do/policy-advocacy/social-community/gender-
equality/16-days-campaign/2020-campaign-resources

The 16 Days of Activism campaign is bookended by two
International days of significance - the International Day for
the Elimination of Violence Against Women on November 25,
and Human Rights Day on December 10.  

http://www.mav.asn.au/what-we-do/policy-advocacy/social-community/gender-equality/16-days-campaign/2020-campaign-resources


About this toolkit

"Bring gender equality into your life, your work,
your community and your world." 

The key message for our campaign in north-east Victoria and the Goulburn
Valley is,

The fallout from Covid-19 has intensified rates of violence against women in
communities across Australia, at the same time as increasing women’s unpaid
care and domestic workloads and putting at risk women’s livelihoods and
economic security. The pandemic has also rolled back decades’ worth of gains
in gender equality.   

However, the pandemic recovery presents an opportunity to transform our
current economic model and its cultural and social underpinnings into one
that has women’s human rights and gender equality at its core. And
transformation begins at home and work, with every one of us.  

With the Victorian Gender Equality Act ready for implementation in early 2021,
we know that government agencies and the public service are primed for
integrating strong gender equity principles in their policies and procedures.
It’s time for businesses, communities and individuals to make the same
commitment to eliminating all forms of discrimination against women and
realising the vision for gender equal communities and workplaces. 

Why are we doing it?  

Our campaign this year will look at what the changes necessary for achieving
our vision of gender equality look like in our localised context and how local
government, communities, workplaces and individuals can affect real,
meaningful and lasting change.



how is your organisation already modelling gender equity principles?
where have you focused organisational effort, and what outcomes have you already
achieved?
what are you proudest of, when it comes to your work towards gender equity?
what are your next steps?
what resources, videos, books or podcasts have been inspiring in your own journey
towards gender equality in your life, community, organisation or workplace?

These resources have been designed  for use by organisations, groups and workplaces
of all types, across north-east Victoria and the Goulburn Valley, to amplify the global call
for decisive, collective action against gender inequality.

Each of the social media tiles relates to a thematic area, exploring how gender
inequality manifests in our communities and workplaces, with the "Know This" tiles
designed to introduce a focus area, and the "Do This" tiles designed to provide ideas of
action. 

Please use the tiles in the order in which they appear in this toolkit, with each day of the
campaign providing an opportunity for organisations to lead discussion among social
media followers around the day's theme or action.

And please use this as an opportunity to riff on the themes in your own way, by
considering these questions:

Don't forget to include the campaign hashtags:

#16dayscampaign #16days #orangetheworld #respectis #callitout 

How to use these social media
resources 

First things first! 

Download your very own 16 Days of Activism social media tiles from the
Women's Health Goulburn North East website at
www.whealth.com.au/research/16-days-of-activism-against-gender-
based-violence-social-media-toolkit-2020/.

http://www.whealth.com.au/research/16-days-of-activism-against-gender-based-violence-social-media-toolkit-2020/


Day 1 - Wednesday, November 25, 2020

In Australia, on average, one woman a week is murdered by her current or former partner. 

Violence against women is driven  by gender inequality. We can achieve gender equality and
prevent violence against women through active learning, conscious decisions, respectful
behaviour and by eliminating unconscious bias at home, at work and in the community.

During the 16 Days of Activism Against Gender-based Violence, from November 25 to
December 10, use your voice, your platform and your own actions to bring gender equality into
your work, your community and your world and to prevent gender-based violence. 

#16dayscampaign #16days #orangetheworld #respectis #callitout #generationequality

Carousel  tile 1 of 2 Carousel  tile 2 of 2 

Key message:



Day 2 - Thursday, November 26, 2020
Key message:
Did you know that 64 per cent of Australian
women's work hours go unpaid? 

It's completely unacceptable, isn't it? And yet,
domestic and caring duties are not often framed
as being "work" of the same value as that which
attracts a wage, so it's harder to see gender
inequality at play.

Women shouldering the lion's share of domestic
duties sets women up for gaps in work, lower
wages, smaller superannuation funds and
disproportionate risk of poverty. 

The idea that "women belong in the home" is a
relic from a bygone era, and one that we all have
a responsibility to challenge, in the name of
equality. 

Day 3 - Friday, November 27, 2020

Key message:
There's no such thing as "men's work" or
"women's work",  so it's time for us all to
challenge this outdated paradigm.

On day three of the 16 Days of Activism, commit
to changing the gendered landscape of your
domestic life and strive to share caring and
domestic duties equally. 

And at work, advocate for flexible work options
for all and shared care parental leave so that all
parents and carers have equal opportunity to
make,  and are equally valued for their
contribution to both paid and unpaid work. 

#16dayscampaign #16days
#orangetheworld #respectis #callitout

#16dayscampaign #16days
#orangetheworld #respectis #callitout



Day 4 - Saturday, November 28, 2020
Key message:
Australian women comprise a large proportion
of the informal work sector within our economy,
either via self-employment in enterprises like
food stalls, cleaning or caring services, or as
casual or day shift workers.

Casual work may offer women the flexibility they
often need to fit in domestic and unpaid care
work for their families, however this flexibility
comes at a cost - financial insecurity and limited
work entitlements, longevity and progression in
the workforce. 

These structural factors leave women
vulnerable to discrimination in employment, to
unfair dismissal and unequal treatment in the
workplace. And, as we have seen during the
Covid-19 pandemic, these systemic factors
place women at a higher health risk as they feel
pressure to not skip shifts or take sick leave and
continue to work in unsafe environments.

#16dayscampaign #16days
#orangetheworld #respectis #callitout

Day 5 - Sunday, November 29, 2020
Key message:
It's day five of the 16 Days of Activism Against
Gender-based Violence. And even though it's a
Sunday, thousands of Australian women are
working in the informal economy today without
penalty rates or the entitlements granted to
those in the formal economy.

You have the power to change this, whoever you
are and wherever you work. Advocate for your
workplace to take responsibility and adopt best
practice remuneration, paid leave and collective
bargaining models, to ensure all women have
the same basic work rights. #16dayscampaign #16days

#orangetheworld #respectis #callitout



Day 6 - Monday, November 30, 2020
Key message:
So often, women are excluded from the highest
levels of decision making,  whether it's in
government or business sectors, or in the
community. This means that our politics,
economy, society and culture continue to be
shaped largely by the male imagination.

The Covid-19 pandemic has demonstrated that
decision-making at the highest level must be
representative of all, if it is to produce social and
economic outcomes that are designed to work
for our diverse communities. 

There is also powerful evidence that suggests
that gender equal workplaces, with leadership
positions held by women, contribute to greater
work satisfaction for all. 

Day 7 - Tuesday, December 1, 2020
Key message:
When we empower women as leaders and
decision-makers, the community and economy
benefit.

Today, do your bit to disrupt the widely spread, if
unconscious, notion that leadership is "men's
business". Model the expectation for gender
equality in your own home by sharing domestic 
 work equally. And make this expectation clear
at work, by advocating for gender quotas in your
workplace or organisation.

#16dayscampaign #16days
#orangetheworld #respectis #callitout

#16dayscampaign #16days
#orangetheworld #respectis #callitout



Day 8 - Wednesday, December 2, 2020
Key message:
Gendered violence at work is rife in Australia,
with more than 60 per cent of women in Victoria
experiencing it at some point in their lives.

Violence and harassment happen most often in
workplaces that fail to adequately address
gender inequality, and where sexism is
tolerated.

Preventing this violence starts with your
willingness to #callitout. Sexism, homophobia,
disrespect towards women, aggression do not
belong in workplaces or in our communities. #16dayscampaign #16days

#orangetheworld #respectis #callitout

Day 9 - Thursday, December 3, 2020
Key message:
Creating safe workplaces and communities
starts with you, your behaviour and your own
actions.

Practice and foster respect for women and
gender-diverse people at home. And make sure
your money also does good - don't give social
license to magazines, newspapers, movies,
video games or other media that normalises
gender-based violence.

At work, be an active bystander and be ready to
call out bad behaviour when you see it. #16dayscampaign #16days

#orangetheworld #respectis #callitout



Day 10 - Friday, December 4, 2020
Key message:
Many women face multiple, intersecting forms
of discrimination, which results in specific
vulnerabilities and differences when it comes to
participation in work and community.

The impacts of these intersections of social
identity, privilege and oppression are not just
the sum of their parts. As Kimberle Crenshaw
said, they “sometimes compound themselves,
and they create obstacles that are not
understood within conventional ways of
thinking."

This 16 Days of Activism Against Gender-based
Violence, we're calling for new, intersectional
ways of thinking and community-wide action
against gender inequality and gender-based
violence. 

#16dayscampaign #16days
#orangetheworld #respectis #callitout

Day 11 - Saturday, December 5, 2020
Key message:
Today, day 11 of the 16 Days of Activism Against
Gender-based Violence, we're calling on you to
change your perspective and look at the world
through an intersectional lens.

Because we can’t truly see gender inequality without
looking at the systems and structures that reinforce
it. 

Look at your own work or community surroundings
and ask, "how might men, women and gender-
diverse people, women living with disability,
Indigenous women or women from diverse cultural
backgrounds experience this?"

And then ask, "how might I use my privilege to enact
positive change for people who experience
intersecting forms of inequality in these spaces?" #16dayscampaign #16days

#orangetheworld #respectis #callitout



Day 12 - Sunday, December 6, 2020
Key message:
Gender inequities that limit or prevent women’s
access to accurate sexual and reproductive
health information and services - including
timely access to contraception, abortion and
violence support - restrict women’s choices over
their own bodies, creating barriers to equity of
access to education, employment, social and
economic participation. 

The Covid-19 pandemic has demonstrated the
critical need for workplaces, across all sectors,
to ensure they address existing gender
inequalities and create safe, inclusive,
supportive environments that put people, in all
their diversity, and their health needs first.

Day 13 - Monday, December 7, 2020
Key message:
Cultivating a safe and supportive work
environment for women and gender-diverse
people can start with a simple conversation.

 Talk with co-workers, employees, clients and
members of your community about what they
need, and get started on building an inclusive
space with mobility space and facilities to
support equality of access, accessible toilets
with menstrual products and disposal units,
appropriate temperature control and
comfortable breast feeding and parenting
spaces.

Then build on that momentum to  go over your
anti-discrimination policy with a fine-toothed
comb... 

#16dayscampaign #16days
#orangetheworld #respectis #callitout

#16dayscampaign #16days
#orangetheworld #respectis #callitout



Day 14 - Tuesday, December 8, 2020
Key message:
Building a more inclusive and equitable world
requires that we all challenge the unjust status
quo. This can be uncomfortable work for those
of us - most of us - who have benefitted from
the oppression of others. 

But applying an intersectional lens to our own
thinking and confronting aspects of our identity
that help to perpetuate oppression are key to
disrupting the systems of power that hold
inequality in place.

Discomfort is where the real work starts.

Day 15 - Wednesday, December 9, 2020
Key message:
The foundation of all social justice work (and
indeed, just being a decent human) is
understanding our own privilege. To be a true
ally, we need to be able to name and call out the
ways our privilege harms others every single
day. We need to shake and unsettle the status
quo. 

Doing this creates space for new voices and
minds, marginalised by unjust systems, to begin
shaping a world that is fair and equal. Listen to
and amplify these voices - women and gender
diverse people, black activists and artists and
educators, young entrepreneurs who offer us a
vision for the future opens opportunities for
collective wealth.

The future is about respect. The future is
inclusive. The future is gender equal.

#16dayscampaign #16days
#orangetheworld #respectis #callitout

#16dayscampaign #16days
#orangetheworld #respectis #callitout



Day 16 - Thursday, December 10, 2020

Key message:
Systemic change towards gender equality
doesn't come easy. But is change that will
benefit everyone, because it will mean our
communities and society are designed in the
interests of all women, men and gender-diverse
people. They will communities in which gender-
based violence has no place, is unimaginable. 

Achieving this good work relies on you doing
your bit at home, at work, in the community and
in the wider world.

During the 16 Days of Activism Against Gender-
based Violence, we have share knowledge and
tips for action with you so that you can bring
gender equality into your life and the lives of
those around you.

But don't stop now! The most important work
lies ahead. Keep the conversation and your
action for gender equality going! And know that
support, resources and advise are available at
Women's Health Goulburn North East, your local
leaders in gender equity and the prevention of
violence against women.

#16dayscampaign #16days
#orangetheworld #respectis #callitout



Looking for more gender equity
resources for your organisation,
workplace or community?

Check out www.whealth.com.au
for toolkits, information and
research to support you to
become a great gender equality
activist and prevent violence
against women in your
community.

http://www.whealth.com.au/

